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Japan's best selling coin magic project in 2020 is finally here!

This is non gimmicked coin magic work by YA-ROW.

YA-ROW is an underground Japanese coin magician who is taking the world by
storm. 

All of the magic you see can be performed with regular ungimmicked coins.

Each effect is a visual phenomenon, but unlike other methods that produce the
same results, these methods are easier to perform.

All of the techniques will be clearly taught and explained, step by step.

This is not for the beginner but within everybody's reach with a little practice.

Contents

1. Spellbound

A visual continuous coin change is achieved by using the new subtlety move
called "Eclipse".

2. Another Tenkai Pennies

Japanese Coin magician "Ponta the Smith's" Tenkai Pennies is performed with
two different coins.

3. Coins Across

Coins across with 2 silver coins and 1 Chinese coins. 

4. And More Vanish
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The coin is placed onto your knee, just wave your hand and it disappears.

Looks just like a vanish that would use a gimmick but it does not! 

It's possible also to perform this with Half dollar (or one US dollar) coins. 

Make the coin vanish and reappear again.

5. Bluff

A coin penetrates a plastic bag! This impossible trick is YA-ROW's go to trick.

The spectator can even get involved and be part of the coin passing through the
bag.

The procedure is also suitable for a table hopping.

The techniques taught can also be applied to your other coin magic!

Please enjoy the clever procedures and ideas for from the material created. 

Everything is performed with regular coins only.
Many original ideas and techniques are explained.
Expert explanations that cover everything so you can learn quickly.

Download it today!
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